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This manua1 describes the macroinstructions provided by 
the IBM System/32. The publication is intended for 
persons who are programming in the Basic Assembler 
language or its equivalent and who are familiar with the 
concept of macroinstructions and system programming 
for the IBM System/32. 

The' following topics are discussed in this publication: 

• Coding macroinstructions 

• . Descriptions of the various macroinstructions 

• OCl necessary to call the macroinstruction processor 

• Error conditions detected by the macroinstruction 
processor 

• A sample program showing how macroinstructions 
are used 
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Chapter 1 .. Introduction 

A macroinstruction is a source statement that causes generation of a 
predetermined set of assembler statements each time the macroinstruction is 
used. The System/32 system control program provides macroinstructions that 
perform both system services and input/output device support. By using these 
macroinstructions, you can minimize the coding for both system and 

input/ output operations. 

WRITING MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

You code macroinstructions as follows: 

Starting 
Column 10 16 72 

Name Operation Operands Continuation 

Symbol or Macro name No operands or Any non blank 

blank one or more characters if 
separated by continuation is being 

commas used 

The name field can contain any valid assembler language symbolic name 
oeginning in column 1. The name is assigned to the first byte of generated 
code. Since the n':lme is optional, it is shown enclosed in brackets. 

The desired mnemonic operation code (macroinstruction name) must appear as 
specified in the macroinstruction description. The operation code must start in 
column 10. 

Operand Optional Default Option 

Operand Value List 

Introduction 
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Operands specify the available services and options. The operands must start 
in column 16 and are written as follows: 

• Each operand consists of a keyword followed by a dash and· a parameter. 

• Commas separate the operands; no blanks should be left between 
operands. 

• Keywords-those shown in capital letters-are coded exactly as shown. The 
keyword part of each operand must correspond to one of the keywords in 
the macroinstruction description. 

• The parameter part of the operand must immediately follow the dash. 

• Parameters-diose shown in lowercase letters-indicate information you must 
supply. Some operands are not required; these optional operands are 
enclosed in brackets [KEYWOI3D-parameter]. 

An option list for a keyword parameter is specified as follows: 

KEYWORD-A/B/C 

This list indicates that the keyword has the options A, B, or C. In this 
example these are the only valid options. 

When the options Y / N are given as parameters in a macroinstruction, Y 
indicates a yes response, N indicates a no response. 

• The operands may be written in any order. If an operand is not specified, 
the default value is used. The default value is indicated in the 
macroinstruction description by a line under the default option. For example, 
[KEY-A/B/C] indicates that option A is the default value. 

No operands can be specified beyond column 71. If continuation is required, 
column 72 must contain a nonblank character and the last operand on that line 
must be followed by a comma. An operand cannot be divided and continued 
on the next line. The operands of the continued field must begin in column 16. 
For an example of continuation coding, see Figure 1. 

Comments must be separated from the operand or comma by at least one 
blank space. Comments cannot be inserted between operands on a one-line 
macroinstruction. Figure 2 shows examples of comments used with 
macroinstructions. On the assembler listing, all comments on the generated 
code are justified by the macroinstruction processor to begin in column 40. 
Any comments too long to be contained in columns 40 through 71 are 
truncated from the right. 



STATEMENT 

Name Operation Operand Remarks 
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Figure 1. Continuation Coding Examples 

STATEMENT 

Name Operation Operand Remarks 
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Figure 2. Comments on Macroinstructions 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

The system control programming macroinstructions are provided as a part of 
the system control program and can be used on ahy model of the IBM 
System/32 with the IBM System/32 Basic Assembler and Macro 
Processor Program Product (Program Number 5725-AS1) or equivalent. 

MACROINSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED 

The macroinstructions provided by the system control program (SCP) and the 
functions they perform are shown in Figure 3. 

All macroinstructions you want to use must be in the library. You may want to 
delete some macroinstructions from your library to reduce the amount of disk 
space required for the macroinstructions. For instance, if your system does not 
include the binary synchronous communications (BSC) support, the BSe 
macroinstructions would be of no use to you. You can delete 
macroinstructions from your library by using the library maintenance utility 
program, $MAINT. See the IBM System/32 System Control Programming 
Reference Manual, GC21-7593. 
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Device Type Macroinstruction 
Supported Name Function 

System Log $LMSG Generate parameter I ist for halt message 
on system log 

$LOG Generate linkage to system log 
$LOGD Generate offsets in log parameter list 

General SCP $CSLD Load a function into the control storage 
increment 

$FIND Find a directory entry 
$FNDP Generate parameter list and offsets for $F I ND 
$LOAD Load a module 
$EOJ End of job 
$COMN Generate commonly used equates 

General I/O $ALOC Allocate disk space or device 
$OPEN Prepare an I/O device 
$CLOS Prepare a device for controlled termination 
$DTFO DTF offsets for all devices 

Printer $DTFP Define the file for disk 
$PUTP Construct a printer PUT interface 

Disk $DTFD Define the file for disk 
$GETD Construct a disk GET interface 
$PUTD Construct a disk PUT interface 

SSC $DTFS Define a SSC file 
$GETB Construct a SSC GET interface 
$PUTS Construct a BSC PUT interface 
$TRL Generate a translate parameter list 
$TRTB Generate a translate table 
$TRAN Generate an interface to the translate routine 

Display $DTFS Define the file for display screen 
Screen/ $GETS Construct a keyboard/display screen 
Keyboard GET interface 

$PUTS Construct a display screen PUT interface 
$PGS Construct a PUT, then a GET request to 

display screen/keyboard 

Figure 3. Macroinstructions 
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Chapter 2. Macroinstruction Statements 

You code macroinstructions to generate a block of assembler statements that 
perform a certain function. Some functions may be the same each time they 
are used; others may be modified by different operands specified by the user. 
This chapter explains the System/32 macroinstructions in detail. 

The macroinstructions are grouped in this chapter according to the functions 
they perform: 

System services 

• Input/output support 

Input/ output support macroinstructions are further divided according to the 
device supported. 

PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS 

When you use the macroinstruction processor you should remember the 
following restrictions: 

The generated code for some macroinstructions may alter the contents of 
register 1 and register 2 depending on the parameters specified. You should 
save the contents of the register used by the generated code before issuing 
the macroinstruction; otherwise, the contents may be destroyed. The 
macroinstruction $TRAN uses register 1. The macroinstruction $CSLD uses 
registers 1 and 2. These macroinstructions use register 2: 

$ALOt 
$CLOS 
$FIND 
$GETB 
$GETD 
$GETS 
$LOAD 

$LOG 
$OPEN 
$PGS 
$PUTB 
$PUTD 
$PUTP 
$PUTS 

The code generated by the macroinstructions is assigned labels that begin 
with a dollar sign ($). To avoid duplicate label errors, you should not use a 
dollar sign as the first character of a label. 

Macroinstruction Statement 5 
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SYSTEM SERVICES MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

By using system services macroinstructions, you can communicate with the 
system control program. These macroinstructions can do the following: 

• Log and write error messages 

• Determine the location of an object module on disk 

• Terminate the current job 

• Load a function into extended control storage 

The system services macroinstructions are divided into two groups: 

System log macroinstructions provide support and linkage to the following 
system log functions: 

$LMSG 
$LOG 
$LOGD 

General SCP macroinstructions provide linkage to the following system 
functions: 

$CSLD 
$EOJ 
$FIND 
$FNDP 
$LOAD 
$COMN 

System Log Support 

Specifying a $LOG macroinstruction in your program generates a call to system 
log. (System log is a group of system output routines that provide 
communication with the operator.) You may want to use system log to notify 
the operator of error conditions, error re<?overy procedures, and the validity of 
previous operator responses to halts. If the operator selects an invalid option 
in response to a halt, the response is not accepted by system log. Instead, 
another halt is issued to the operator until a valid option js taken. 

Note: When an immediate cancel (option 3) is selected, control is passed 
directly to the end-of-job (EOJ) routine by system log. 



Two types of output are available through system log: formatted and 
unformatted messages. Both are printed or displayed on the system log 
device. 

• A formatted message is identified by a 4-character statement that indicates 
the type and source of an error. Formatted messages reside in a message 
member. 

For information about building a message member see the IBM System/32 
System Control Programming Reference Manual, GC21-7593. 

• An unformatted message is a statement that can be used to indicate the 
presence of errors or to issue instructions to the operator; for example, 
requesting that a disk file be loaded onto disk from diskette. Unformatted 
messages reside in the user's program. 

Messages can be issued with or without an accompanying halt. 

Note: A halt must be accompanied by a formatted line and an option. 

Two devices can be used as the system log device: the printer or the display 
screen. If you do not specify a device, the display screen is used when you 
perform initial program load (lPl). You can change devices by entering a lOG 
OCl statement in your job stream. 

To use system log, you must do the following: 

1. Build the log parameter list using the $lMSG macroinstruction. 

2. Use the $lOGD macroinstruction to establish equates for the log 
parameter list. 

3. Issue the $lOG macroinstruction. 

4. Process the operator's reply in your program. 

Generate a Parameter List for Messages Displayed by System Log ($LMSG) 

This macroinstruction generates a system log parameter list for a message to 

twe operator. " 

The format of the $lMSG macroinstruction instruction is: 

[Name] $lMSG [TVPE-.1/2] LMEMBER-code] LMINOR-code] 
[,SUBID-code] [,FORMAT-V IN] ['HAlT-Y/N] 
LMIC-number] [,OPTNO-V It!] LOPTN1-V I~ 
[,OPTN2-V I~J [,OPTN3-V IN] [,SKIP-V IN] 
[,SPACE-~/2/3] LMSGlN-number] 
[,MSGAD-address] 

TYPE-l/2 specifies the type of system log parameter list. TVPE-1 specifies 
output from a message member; TVPE-2 specifies output from a user program. 
If this operand is omitted, TVPE-1 is assumed. 

Macroinstruction Statement 7 
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The following operands apply when output from a message member is specified 

(TYPE-I): 

MEMBER-code is the first character of the 4-character ID code specifying 
the program that issued the message. If this operand is omitted, the default 
is P. 

Code 

C 
D 
I 
R 
V 
E 

U 

S 
F 
L 

P 

K 
B 
T 
X 

H 

Meaning 

SCP 
Data management 
lOS 
RPG, FORTRAN, Assembler 
SCP nucleus 
SCP linkage editor, word processing, and the overlay linkage 

editor 
SCP utilities 
Sort 
Data file utility 
SCP librarian 
User-defined message access (default) 

SEU 
BSC and SNA/SDLC 
SCP system services 
MRJE and SCP messages contained in program product 
message·members 
Heading and miscellaneous text 

MINOR-code is the second of the 4-character ID. This code specifies the 
module within the program. If this operand is omitted, blank is assumed. 
(Any alphameric character is valid.) 

SUBID-code includes the third and fourth characters of the ID. This code is 
used to further identify the module within the program. If this operand is 
omitted, blank is assumed. (Any alphameric character is valid.) 

Note: MINOR and SUBID should be chosen so that the 4 characters of the 
ID are unique for each module. 

FORMAT -YIN specifies whether or not to include the format line for output 
from a message member. If this operand is omitted, Y (yes) is assumed. 

HALT-YIN specifies whether or not an operator response is required. If this 
operand is omitted, Y (yes) is assumed. 

Note: The FORMAT parameter must be Y (yes) when HALT parameter is Y 
(yes); otherwise an error is issued. If HALT -Y is specified, one or more of 
the OPTN operands must be specified; otherwise an error is issued. 

MIC-number is a decimal number from 1 to 9999 used to identify a specific 
message within the message member. If this operand is omitted, 1 is 
assumed. 

OPTNO-Y IN specifies whether option 0 is allowed. If Y (yes) is entered, 
option a is allowed; if N (no) is entered or if the operand is omitted, option 
o is not allowed. 



OPTNI-Y jN specifies whether option 1 is allowed. If Y (yes) is entered, 
option 1 is allowed; if N (no) is entered or if this operand is omitted, option 
1 is not allowed. 

OPTN2-Y jN specifies whether option 2 is allowed. If Y (yes) is entered, 
option 2 is allowed; if N (no) is entered or if this operand is omitted, option 
2 is not allowed. 

OPTN3-Y jN specifies whether option 3 is allowed. If Y (yes) is specified, 
option 3 is allowed; if N (no) is specified or if this operand is omitted, 
option 3 is not allowed. 

Note: If option 3 is allowed and selected by the user, control will not be 
returned to the user's program. 

The following operands apply when 'output from the user program is specified 
(TYPE-2): 

SKIP-Y jN specifies skip to line one of the next page before printing. If this 
operand is omitted, N (no) is assumed .. This operand is valid only for printed 
messages. 

SPACE-lj2j3 specifies the number of lines to space after printing a 
message. If this operand is omitted, 1 is assumed. This operand is valid 
only for printed messages. 

MSGLN-number specifies the text length. This entry is a decimal entry from 
1 to 132. If this operand is omitted, 001 is assumed. 

MSGAD-address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the text. If 
this operand is omitted, zeros are assumed. 

Generate Displacements for System Log ($LOGD) 

This macroinstruction generates the field labels and offsets for the system log 
parameter lists. To avoid duplicate labels, you should use this macroinstruction 
only once in a program. 

The format of the $LOGD macroinstruction is: 

$LOGD 

Generate the Linkage to. the System Log ($LOG) 

This macroinstruction generates the linkage required to use the system log 
function, and checks the response returned. The $LOGD macroinstruction must 
be used with this macroinstruction to establish offsets in the system log 
parameter list. 

If you will need to use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save 
the contents of that register before issuing the $LOG macroinstruction. 

Macroi nstruction Statement 9 
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The format of the $LOG macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $LOG [LIST-address] [,OPTNO-address] [,OPTN1-address] 
[,OPTN2-address] 

LIST -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the system log 
parameter list. If this operand is not specified, the address of the parameter 
list is assumed to be in register 2. 

OPT NO-address specifies the address of the routine that should receive control 
if option 0 is taken. If this operand is not specified, no check is made for a 
response of O. You would use this operand only if the $LMSG 
macroinstruction used to generate the system log parameter list was coded 
OPTNO-Y. 

OPTN l-address specifies the address of the routine that should receive control 
if option 1 is the response. If this operand is not specified, no check is made 
for a response of 1. You would use this operand only if the $LMSG 
macroinstruction used to generate the system log parameter list was coded 
OPTNl-Y. 

OPTN2-address specifies the address of the routine that should receive control 
if option 2 is taken. If this operand is not specified, no check is made for a 
response of 2. You would use this operand only if the $LMSG 
macroinstruction used to generate the system log parameter list was coded 
OPTN2-Y. 

General SCP Support 

The general SCP macroinstructions allow you to provide linkage to system 
functions by communicating with the system control program. 

Find a Directory Entry ($FIND) 

The $FIND macroinstruction generates the interface that searches the library 
directory for the requested module name. If the module name is found, the 
directory entry is placed in the parameter list; if the name cannot be found, the 
parameter list remains unchanged. 

If you will need to use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save 
the contents of that register before issuing the $FIND macroinstruction. 

The format of the $FIND macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $FIND PLlST-name 

PLiST -name is the label of the 14-byte parameter list built by $FNDP. After 
execution, it contains the directory entry of the module. If this operand is 
omitted, register 2 is assumed to contain the address of the parameter list. 



Generate Parameter List and Displacement for $FIND ($FNDP) 

The $FNDP macroinstruction generates a 14-byte parameter list and/or the 
equates for the displacements into the parameter list. This parameter list is 
used as input to the supervisor by $FIND. 

The format of the $FNDP macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $FNDP [NAME-module] [,V-DC/..5Q!:!1 ALL] [,TYPE-Q/P IRIS] 

NAME-module is the name of the module to be found by the $FIND 
macroinstruction. If this operand is omitted, blanks are assumed. 

V-DCjEQUjALL specifies whether the DCs, equates, or both are to be 
generated. If this operand is omitted, EQU is assumed. 

DC generates a 14-byte parameter list used by the $FIND macroinstruction. 

EQU generates the equates for the displacements into the $FIND parameter 
list. 

ALL generates the parameter list and corresponding displacements. 

TY PE -0 j P j R j S specifies the library member type. 

Code Meaning 

o Load module (default) 
R Subroutine module 
S Source module 
P Procedure module 

Load or Fetch a Module ($LOAD) 

The $LOAD macroinstruction generates the linkage to load a module into main 
storage at the address you specify. You may hav~ control returned after the 
module is loaded, or you may pass control to the module. If you will need to 
use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save the contents of 
register 2 before issuing the $LOAD instruction. 

The format of the $LOAD macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $LOAD [PLIST-address] L LOAD-address] [,TYPE-code] 

PLIST-address is the address used in the previous $FIND macroinstruction. It 
identifies the directory entry of the module in main storage. If this operand is 
omitted, the address is assumed to be in register 2. 

LOAD-address specifies the address where the module is to be loaded in main 
storage. If this operand is omitted, the address is assumed to be in the 
parameter list generated by $FNDP and updaj:ed by $FIND. 

Macroinstruction Statement 11 
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TYPE-code specifies which program receives control after the requested 
program is loaded: 

LOAD loads the module and returns control to the requesting program. 

FETCH loads the module and passes control to the module. 

SYSFETCH loads the module and passes control to the module. In addition, 
the disk and module relocation factors are updated. 

Note: If both LOAD and TYPE operands are omitted, then equates and offsets 
are generated for the relocation loader parameter list. These equates and 
offsets are used for RIB values for the relocating loader and for parameter list 
displacements. 

End of Job ($EOJ) 

The $EOJ macroinstruction generates the linkage required to execute the 
end-of-job routine. 

The format of the $EOJ macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $EOJ 

COMMON Equates ($COMN) 

This macroinstruction generates equates for various labels and values, such as 
register equates, which may be used by other macroinstructions in the 
program. This macroinstruction is not required for $CSLD, $DTFB, $DTFD, 
$DTFO, $DTFP, $DTFS, $EOJ, $LMSG, and $LOGD. 

The format of the $CO M N macroinstruction is: 

$COMN 

Load a Function into Extended Control Storage ($CSLD) 

This macroinstruction provides the linkage to load a function into the control 
storage increment. 

CAUTION 
Do not issue this macroinstruction from the transient area because 
unpredictable results will occur. 

The format of the $CSLD macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $CSLD [FUNC-function] [,ERR-address] 

FUNC-function specifies the function to be loaded. The default is FORTRAN. 

ERR-address specifies the address of the user's code that receives control if 
the function to be loaded cannot be found. If this operand is omitted, the 
default address is X'OOOO'. 



INPUT/OUTPUT MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

The input/output support macroinstructions provide access to devices without 
requiring that you write extensive routines to perform each function. The 
input/ output support macroinstructions are divided into five groups: 

• General macroinstructions are used with all device 'types. The following 
macroinstructions are in this group: 

$ALOC 
$CLOS 
$DTFO 

- $OPEN 

• Printer macroinstructions support printer devices. The following 
macroinstructions are in this group: 

$DTFP 
$PUTP 

• Disk macroinstructions provide support and linkage to disk data 
management. The following macroinstructions are in this group: 

$DTFD 
$GETD 
$PUTD 

• BSC macroinstructions provide support and linkage to BSe data 
management. The following macroinstructions are in this group: 

$DTFB 
$GETB 
$PUTB 
$TRAN 
$TRL 
$TRTB 

• Display screen/keyboard macroinstructions support the display screen and 
keyboard devices. The following-macroinstructions are in this group: 

- $DTFS 
$GETS 
$PGS 
$PUTS 

Macroinstruction Statement 13 
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General I/O Support 

The general I/O support macroinstructions are used with all devices. The 
normal sequence for using these macroinstructions is: 

1. $AlOC to allocate the file(s) or device(s) to be used in the user's 
program 

2. $OPEN to prepare the file(s) or device(s) for use in the user's program 

3. I/O operations and any processing required 

4. $C lOS to prepare the file(s) and / or device(s) for end of job 

Allocate Space ($ALOC) 

The routines called by the $AlOC macroinstruction allocate various 
input/ output devices and space on the disk for each disk file. These routines 
check to ensure that: 

• The system supports the requested device. 

• The device requested is available to the requesting program and / or is 
capable of multiple allocations. 

• The lOCATION parameters of the OCl file statements (if given) are valid. 

• Space is available on the disk for the requested data files. 

• No more than 52 DTFs are present in the calling program. 

An allocate request requires that preopen DTFs be supplied as input to the 
routine. For a description of DTFs, see $DTFB, $DTFD, $DTFP, and $DTFS. 
You can allocate more than one DTF at one time by chaining the DTFs. To 
chain DTFs, you must enter the address of the next DTF in the DTF you are 
building. The last DTF in a chain has hex FFFF entered in place of the address. 
If your program contains an interrupt handler, such as a binary synchronous 
communications program, all DTFs in the program should be chained together 
and allocated in one operation. When an error condition occurs, the allocate 
routine calls halt/syslog to display the proper halt code. 

If you will need to use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save 
the contents of that register before issuing the $AlOC macroinstruction. 



The following output is produced when control is ret~rned to your program: 

• The contents of register 1 are saved when ALLOCATE is called, and are 
restored before control is returned to the user. 

• The format-1 labels in the scheduler work area are updated. 

• For a nondisk DTF, bit 1 in the second byte of the attribute bytes of the 
preopen DTF is set on to indicate device allocation. 

• The address of the first DTF allocated is returned in register 2. 

Note: If your program uses telecommunications, $ALOC must be issued prior 
to any telecommunications operation. 

The format of the $ALOC macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $ALOC [DTF-addressJ 

DTF -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the DTF being 
allocated. If a series or chain of DTFs is to be allocated, this operand specifies 
the ad~ress of the leftmost byte of the first DTF in the chain. If this operand 
is not entered, the address of the DTF is assumed to be in register 2. 

Prepare an I/O Device ($OPEN) 

This macroinstruction prepares an input/output file for data transfer. The file 
to be prepared (opened) must previously have been allocated by the allocate 
macroinstruction. Depending on the device, one or more of the following 
functions are performed for each file opened: 

• The preopen DTF is formatted to a postopen DTF (see Figure 4). 

• Preopen DTF information is preserved in the format-1 label as required. 

• Data I/O buffers, index I/O buffers, and the 10B(s) are formatted as 

needed. 

• Buffers are initialized as required. 

• The index area on disk for indexed files and the data area on disk for direct 
files are formatted as required. 

• Diagnostics are performed to ensure that the access method and the file 
organization are compatible. 

Note: You can open more than one DTF at one time by chaining the DTFs. To 
chain DTFs, you must enter the address of the next DTF in the DTF you are 
building. The last DTF in a chain has hex FFFF entered in place 'of the address. 
See $DTFB, $DTFD, $DTFP, and $DTFS. 
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Preopen Cond itions 

1. Unformatted disk files are present 
for output files. 

2. The I/O buffer is in the 
unformatted mode. 

Postopen Conditions 

1. Formatted disk files are created. 

2. I/O buffers, lOBs, and various work 
areas are formatted as required. 

3. A bit is set on in the DTF attribute 
bytes to indicate an opened file. 

4. Backward chain pointers are built. 

Figure 4. Comparison of Preopen and Postopen DTFs and Data Areas 

Input: The preopen DTF and format-1 label are input to the open routine. 
Before the open macroinstruction. is issued, you must be sure to have the 
device allocated by previously issuing the allocate macroinstruction. Also, if 
you will need to use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save the 
contents of that register before issuing the $OPEN macroinstruction. You must 
also consider the following in preparing the DTF: 

• The disk access method must be compatible with the disk file organization 
of the file being opened. 

• The access method must be compatible with the access method of the 
same file opened or for an inquiry program. 

• The record length, block length, and key length must be specified correctly. 

Output: The open routine returns control to your program when the requested 
file has been opened. The following output is produced: 

• The contents of register 1 are saved when OPEN is called, and restored 
before control is returned to the user. 

• The format-1 labels are updated. 

• Bit 7 in the second attribute byte in the postopen DTF is set on to indicate 
that the file has been opened. 

• The buffers are initialized as needed. 

• The address of the last DTF opened is returned in register 2. 

The format of the $OPEN macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $OPEN [DTF-address] 

OTF -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the DTF for the file 
to be opened. If a series or chain of DTFs is to be opened, this operand 
specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the first DTF in the chain. If this 
operand is not entered, it is assumed that the address is in register 2. 



Prepare a Device for Termination ($CLOS) 

The $CLOS macroinstruction prepares a file(s) or device(s) for job termination. 
The routine returns postopen DTFs to their preopen state and updates 
format-1 labels to reflect the current file status. For devices other than disk, 
only the entries related to the requested functions are restored. If you will 
need to use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save the contents 
of that register before issuing the $CLOS macroinstruction. 

Input to the close routine consists of the postopen DTF and the format-1 
labels. The allocate and open macroinstructions must have previously been 
issued. 

Output created by $CLOS is returned to your program when control is 
returned. The output requires the following operations: 

• The contents of register 1 are saved when CLOSE is called, and restored 
before control is returned to the user. 

• The postopen DTFs are reinitialized to the preopen state. 

• Any pending I/O operations are performed. 

• The format-1 label for disk files is updated to indicate current file status. 

• The buffer contents scheduled for disk output or update operations are 
written. 

• The data and index are written to disk if needed, and an indicator is set if 
key sorting is required at end of job for indexed output files and file 
additions to indexed files. 

Note: You can close more than one DTF at one time by chaining the DTFs. 
Each DTF to be closed must contain the address of the next DTF in the chain. 
The last DTF in a chain has hex FFFF entered in place of the address. 

The format of the $CLOS macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $CLOS [DTF-address] 

DTF -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the DTF to be 
closed. If this operand is not entered, the address is assumed to be in register 
2. 

Generate DTF Offsets ($DTFO) 

This macroinstruction defines the DTF labels, offsets, field contents, and field 
lengths for all devices and access methods supported by System/32. To avoid 
duplicate labels, this macroinstruction should be used only once in each 
program; you should also set the operands to indicate any devices you plan to 
use in the program. 
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The format of the $DTFO macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $DTFO [DISK-Y l..w ['PRT-Y IN] [,BSC-Y 1l!J [,CRT-Y IN] 
[,ALL-Y IN] [,FIELD-Y lJil 

DISK-Y jN specifies whether labels are to be generated for the disk device. If 
this operand is omitted, N (no) is assumed. 

PRT -Y j N specifies whether labels are to be generated for the printer. If this 
operand is omitted, N (no) is assumed. 

BSC-Y jN specifies whether labels are to be generated for BSC. If this operand 
is omitted, N (no) is assumed. 

CRT - Y j N specifies whether labels are to be generated for the display screen. 
If this operand is omitted, N (no) is assumed. 

ALL-Y jN specifies whether labels are to be generated for all devices 
supported. If this operand is omitted, N (no) is assumed. 

FIELD-Y jN specifies whether labels are to be generated that define the 
contents of a DTF field for the devices specified. If this operand is omitted, N 
(no) is assumed. 

Printer Support 

This section describes the macroinstructions that support the printers. The 
following functions are provided: 

• Build a preopen DTF for a printer and format its offsets. The DTF provides 
information to printer data management routines that perform inputloutput 
operations. 

• Build the interface needed to print data. 

Define the File for Printer ($DTFP) 

The DTF provides information needed to allocate, open, close, and access a 
printer. This macroinstruction generates the code that builds the printer DTF. 

The format of the $DTFP macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $DTFP RCAD-address,IOAREA-address [,OVFL-number] 
['PAGE-number] [,UPSI-mask] [,HUC-Y I.ri] 
[,CHAIN-address] ['PRINT-Y lliJ [,RECL-number] 

RCAD-address is a required operand that gives the address of the leftmost byte 
of the. logical record. 

IOAREA-address is a required operand that specifies the address of the 
leftmost byte of the liD area. This area must be at least 146 bytes long. 



OVFl-number specifies the line on the printer after which the overflow 
completion code will be returned. If this operand is not specified, default is 
made to 6 lines less than the number specified for the PAGE operand. 

PAGE-number specifies the number of lines to print per page. If this operand 
is not specified, default is made to the system value for the number of lines 
per page. 

UPS/-mask specifies the settings of the external (SWITCH statement) indicators 
used for conditionally opening files. The code must be specified as 8 binary 
bits. For example, to set on bits 0, 3, 5, and 7, you would enter 
U PSI-1 001 0101. If this operand is not entered, zeros are assumed. 

HUC-Y IN specifies whether to halt if an unprintable character is detected. If N 
(no) is specified or if this operand is omitted, no halt occurs. 

CHAIN-address indicates the address of the next DTF in the chain of DTFs. If 
there is no DTF chain or if this is the last DTF in a chain, this operand should 
be omitted (a value of hex FFFF is assumed). 

PRINT -YIN specifies whether to perform a print operation. Default is N (no), 
meaning that a print is not performed. 

RECl-number specifies the length of the line to be printed. If this operand is 
omitted, default is 132 positions. 

Construct a Printer Put Interface ($PUTP) 

This macroinstruction generates the interface needed to communicate with 
printer data management. You must provide a DTF for the file and use the 
$DTFO macroinstruction to establish the offsets in the DTF. You must also 
provide, through an EXTRN statement in your program, the label #$BDMC for 
continuous and noncontinuous forms. (This label is necessary for the printer 
data management module to perform the printer output operation.) 

If you will need to use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save 
the contents of that register before issuing the $PUTP macroinstruction. 

The code generated by this macroinstruction gives control to the data 
management routine. The routine completes execution and returns control to 
the generated code. If the ERR operand is specified, the generated code 
checks the completion code for errors and branches to your error routine if 
errors occurred. 

The format of the $PUTP macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $PUTP [DTF-address] ['PRINT-Y /N] [,SKIPB-number] 

['SPACEB-O/H /1/1 H/2/2H/3/3H] [,SKIPA-number] 
['SPACEA-0/H/1 /1 H/2/2H/3/3H] [,ERR-address] [,OVFL-address] 
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DTF -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the DTF for this file. 
If this operand is omitted, the address is assumed to be in register 2. 

PRINT -YIN specifies whether to perform a print. If this operand is omitted, 
the DTF remains unchanged. 

SKIPB-number specifies the line to skip to before the print operation. This 
DTF field is set to zero when the file is opened. If this operand is omitted, the 
DTF remains unchanged (maximum = 84). 

SPACEB-number specifies the number of lines to space before the print 
operation. This DTF field is set to zero when the file is opened. If this operand 
is omitted, the DTF remains unchanged (maximum is 3 lines, 3H if half spacing 
is valid). Half spacing is valid only with the printer set at 6 lines per inch and 
the half space feature installed. 

SKIPA-number specifies the line to be skipped to after the print operation. 
This DTF field is set to zero when the file is opened. If this operand is 
omitted, the DTF remains unchanged (maximum = 84). 

SPACEA-number specifies the number of lines to space after the print 
operation. This DTF field is set to zero when the file is opened. If this 
operand is omitted, the DTF remains unchanged (maximum is 3 lines, 3H if 
half spacing is valid). Half spacing is valid only with the printer set at 6 lines 
per inch and the half space feature installed. 

ERR-address supplies the address in your program where control is passed if 
the controlled cancel option is taken in response to a permanent I/O error. If 
this operand is omitted, no code is generated to check for the controlled cancel 
completion code, and you should check the return code in your program to 
determine the outcome of the operation. 

OVFL-address specifies the address in your program that should receive control 
if page overflow occurs. If this operand is omitted, no check is made for an 
overflow condition. 

Note: If a PRINT, SKIPB, SPACEB, SKIPA, or SPACEA operand is specified, 
the DTF is changed. The DTF is not reset after the operation is complete; the 
user must reset the DTF if it is required. 

Disk Device Support 

This section describes the macroinstructions that support disk devices. The 
following functions are provided: 

• Build a preopen DTF for disk I/O operations and assign its offsets 

• Build the interfaces required to get records from the disk via a get or a read 

• Build the interfaces required to put records to the disk via a put or a write 



Define the File for Disk ($DTFD) 

The DTF provides information needed to allocate, open, close, and access a 
file on the disk device. This macroinstruction generates the code that builds 
the disk DTF. 

The format of the $DTFD macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $DTFD ACCESS-code,RECL-number,NAME-filename, 
B LKL -n umber, IOAR EA-address [, U PS I-mask] 
[BUFNO:,l/2] [,LlMIT-Y IN] [,ORDLD-Y IN] 
[,CHAIN-address] [,RCAD-address] [,KEYL-number] 
[,KDISP-number] [,KEYADD-address] 
[,MSTNDX-address] [,MSTBYT-number] 
[,CURENT-address] ['HIGH-addressl 

ACCESS-code specifies the access method used for the file. This operand is 
required. The codes and their meanings are as follows: 

Access 
Code 

CA 
CG 
CO 
CU 
DG 
DO 
DU 
DGA 
DOA 
DUA 
IA 
10 

IS 
ISA 
ISU 
ISUA 
IR 
IRA 
IRU 
IRUA 
DUMMY 

System 
Module Access Method 

#$CSOP Consecutive add 
#$CSIP Consecutive input 
#$CSOP Consecutive output 
#$CSUP Consecutive update 
#$DAID Direct input with decimal record numbers 
#$DAUD Direct output with decimal record numbers 
#$DAUD Direct update with decimal record numbers 
#$DAIB Direct input with binary record numbers 

#$DAUB Direct output with binary record numbers 
#$DAUB Direct update with binary record numbers 
#$IOAD Indexed add 
#$IOUT Indexed output 
#$ISIP Indexed sequential input 
#$ISAD Indexed sequential add 
#$ISUP Indexed sequential update 

#$ISUA Indexed sequential update and add 
#$IRIP Indexed random input 

#$IRAD Indexed random add 
#$IRUP Indexed random update 
#$IRUA Indexed random update and add 

Dummy open to obtain information about how a file 
was created 

Note: You must provide, through an EXTRN statement in your program, the 
label (under System Module column above) for the appropriate access code. 

RECL-number specifies the decimal length of the logical record. This operand 
must be specified. 

NAME-filename specifies the name of the file. The name must be no more 
than 8 characters in length. This operand must be specified. 

BLKL-number specifies the number of bytes in the buffer. The minimum 
number of bytes is 256. Larger lengths may be specified, but must be in 
multiples of 256. 
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IOAREA-address provides the address of the leftmost byte of an area in main 
storage allocated to contain all buffers and 10B(s) for the access method 
specified in the ACCESS operand. This operand must be specified. The 
amount of main storage required is shown in the following chart: 

Access Method Formula 

Consecutive, Direct If the record length is an integral power of 2 (2, 4, 8, 
16, 32, 64, 1 28, . . . ,4096), then: 

Indexed 

IOAREA = (22 x BUFNO) + [(record length + 255 
rounded down to the next multiple of 256) x 
BUFNO] 

If the record length is not an integral power of 2 
then: 

10AREA = (22 x BUFNO) + [(record length + 255 
rounded' up to the next multiple of 256) x BUFNO] 

If the record length is an integral power of 2 (2, 4, 8, 
16, 32, 64, 128, ... 4096)' then: 

IOAREA = 22 + [(record length + 255 rounded 
down to the next multiple of 256) x BUFNO] + 22 
+ 256 

If the record length is not an integral power of 2 
then: 

IOAREA = 22 + [(record length + 255 rounded up 
to the next multiple of 256) x BUFNO] + 22 + 256 

UPS/-mask specifies the settings of the external (SWITCH statement) indicators 
used for conditionally opening files. The code must be specified as 8 binary 
bits. For example, to set on bits 0, 3, 5, and 7, you would enter 
UPSI-1 001 01 01. If this operand is not entered, zeros are assumed. 

BUFNO-lj2 allows you to specify either one or two buffers for the file. You 
can use two buffers only with #$CSIP and #$CSOP consecutive access 
methods. If this operand is omitted, one buffer is assumed. 

LIMIT -Y jN is specified only for indexed sequential get and indexed sequential 
update. It specifies whether the sequential access is within limits. If this 
operand is not entered, N (no) is assumed. 

ORDLD-Y jN specifies whether an ordered load is to be used with the indexed 
output access method. This o'perand can be specified only with the indexed 
output access method. If this operand is not entered, N (no) is assumed. 

CHAIN-address specifies the address of the next DTF in the chain of DTFs. If 
there is no DTF chain or if this DTF is the last DTF in the chain, this operand 
should be omitted and hex FFFF assumed. 



RCAD-address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the logical record. 
If this operand is not entered, hex 0000 is assumed. Depending on the disk 
access method being used for an input operation, either move mode or locate 
mode is used. If move mode is used, the record is provided at the address 
specified in the ReAD parameter. If locate mode is used, the address of the 
input record is contained at the displacement of $DTFWKB in the DTF and this 
operand is not used. For information on the mode used by the different access 
methods, see IBM System/32 System Logic Manual, SY21-0567. 

KEYL-number specifies the length of the key field and must be used for all 
indexed access methods, but no others. If omitted, a default length of 1 is 
assumed. 

KD/SP-number is entered for all indexed access methods. It indicates the 
displacement into the record of the leftmost byte of the key field. The 
displacement of the first byte in the record is zero, the second byte is one, and 
so on. If this operand is omitted, zero is assumed. 

KEYADD-address specifies the following: 

• Main storage address of the leftmost byte of the key field for indexed 
random access methods. This area must be one key length long. 

• Main storage address of the leftmost byte of the relative record number 
field for direct access methods. This area must be 23 bytes when decimal 
relative record numbers are used, with the relative record number located 
right-justified in the rightmost 15 bytes of the field. This area must be 8 
bytes when binary relative record numbers are used, with the relative record 
number located right-justified in the rightmost 3 bytes of the field. If 
omitted, a default address of zero is supplied. 

HIGH-address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the user's save 
area, two key lengths long, with the low key in the left half and the high key in 
the right half. This operand is used in conjunction with indexed sequential 
processing within limits. If omitted, a default address of zero is supplied. 

MSTNDX-address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the master 
sector index in main storage. This operand can be specified only for indexed 
random access. If omitted, a default address of zero is supplied. You must 
allocate space in main storage for the master sector index. 

MSTBYT -number specifies the number of bytes reserved for the master sector 
index. If omitted, the default value is zero. This parameter should be used in 
conjunction with the MSTN DX parameter. 

CURENT -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the user's save 
area for current and 'last keys for indexed sequential access method. If 
omitted, a default address of zero is supplied. 
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Construct a Disk Get Interface ($GETD) 

The $G ETD macroinstruction generates the interface needed to communicate 
with disk data management when a record is being read from a disk file. To 
use this macroinstruction, construct a disk DTF for the file and use the $DTFO 
macroinstruction to establish the offsets for the DTF. You must also provide 
the labels for the necessary data management routines through EXTRN 
statements in your programs. If you will need to use the data in register 2 at a 
later time, you should save the contents of that register before issuing the 
$GETD macroinstruction. 

The code generated by this macroinstruction gives control to the data 
management routine; the routine completes execution and returns control to 
the generated code. The 'generated code tests the completion codes returned 
by data management. 

The format of the $GETD macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $GETD ACCESS-code LDTF-address] LERR-address] 
LEOF-address] LNRF-address] 

ACCESS-code specifies the access method for the file. This operand is 
required. The codes and their meanings are as follows: 

Access System 

Code Module Access Method 

CA #$CSOP Consecutive add 
CG #$CSlp· Consecutive input 

CO #$CSOP Consecutive output 

CU #$CSUP Consecutive update 
DG #$DAID Direct input with decimal record numbers 
DO #$DAUD Direct output with decimal record numbers 
DU #$DAUD Direct update with decimal record numbers 
DGA #$DAIB Direct input with binary record numbers 
DOA #$DAUB Direct output with binary record numbers 
DUA #$DAUB Direct update with binary record numbers 
IA #$IOAD Indexed add 
10 #$IOUT Indexed output 
IS #$ISIP Indexed sequential input 
ISA #$ISAD Indexed sequential add 

ISU #$ISUP Indexed sequential update 
ISUA #$ISUA Indexed sequential update and add 
IR #$IRIP Indexed random get 
IRA #$IRAD Indexed random add 
IRU #$IRUP Indexed random update 
IRUA #$IRUA Indexed random update and add 

Note: You must provide, through an EXTRN statement in your program, the 
label (under System Module column above) for the appropriate access code. 

DTF -address indicates the address of the leftmost byte of the DTF for this file. 
If this operand is not specified, the address is assumed to be in register.2. 



ERR-address supplies the address in your program where control is passed if 
the controlled cancel option is taken in response to a permanent I 10 error. If 
this operand is omitted, no code is generated to check for the controlled cancel 
completion code. 

EOF -address specifies the address in your program that receives control when 
the end of file is detected. If this operand is not supplied, no code is 
generated to check for the end-of-file condition. You must not use this 
operand with random or direct access methods. 

NRF -address must be used only for random and direct access methods. It 
specifies the address in your program that is to receive control when a 
no-record-found condition occurs. 

Note: If ERR, NRF, or EOF addresses are not specified, your program should 
check the return code in the DTF to determine the outcome of the operation. 

Construct a Disk Put Interface ($PUTD) 

The $PUTD macroinstruction generates the interface needed to communicate 
with disk data management when the program is putting a record to disk or 
updating a previously retrieved record. You must provide a DTF for the file and 
use the $DTFO macroinstruction to establish the offsets in the DTF. You must 
also provide, through EXTRN statements in your program, the labels of the 
disk data management modules necessary to perform the I 10 operation. If you 
will need to use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save the 
contents of that register before issuing the $PUTD macroinstruction. 

The code generated by this macroinstruction gives control to the data 
management routine; the routine completes execution and returns control to 
the generated code. Completion codes are tested and control is returned to 
your program. 

The format of the $PUTD macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $PUTD ACCESS-code [,DTF-address] [,ERR-address] 
[, EOX-address] [, D U PR EC-address] 
[,SEQERR-address] [, KEYERR-address] 

[,UPDATE-Y IJ:il 
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ACCESS -code specifies the access method used for the file. This operand is 
required. The codes and their meanings are as follows: 

Access 
Code 

CA 
CG 
CO 
CU 
DG 
DO 
DU 
DGA 
DOA 
DUA 
IA 
10 
IS 
ISA 
ISU 
ISUA 
IR 
IRA 
IRU 
IRUA 

System 
Module Access Method 

#$CSOP Consecutive add 

#$CSIP Consecutive input 
#$CSOP Consecutive output 
#$CSUP Consecutive update 
#$DAID Direct input with decimal record numbers 
#$DAUD Direct output with decimal record numbers 
#$DAUD Direct update with decimal record numbers 
#$DAIB Direct input with binary record numbers 

#$DAUB Direct output with binary record t:lumbers 
#$DAUB Direct update with binary record numbers 

#$IOAD Indexed add 
#$IOUT I ndexed output 
#$ISIP Indexed sequential input 
#$ISAB Indexed sequential add 

#$ISUP Indexed sequential update 
#$ISUA Indexed sequential update and add 
#$IRIP Indexed random input 
#$IRAD Indexed random add 
#$IRUP Indexed random update 

#$IRUA Indexed random update and add 

Note: You must provide, through an EXTRN statement in your program, the 
label (under System Module column above) for the appropriate access code. 

DTF -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the DTF associated 
with this file. If this operand is not specified, the address is assumed to be in 
register 2. 

ERR-address supplies the address in your program where control is passed if 
the controlled cancel option is taken in response to a permanent I/O error. If 
this operand is omitted, no code is generated to check for the controlled cancel 
completion code. 

EOX-address supplies the address in your program that is to receive control 
when an end of extent is reached during the operation. This operand is not 
used when UPDATE = Y. 

DUPREC-address provides the address in your program that is to receive 
control when an attempt to add a duplicate record has occurred. This operand 
is used only with an indexed add access method. 

SEQERR-address is the address in your program where control is passed in the 
event of a sequence error during an ordered load of an indexed sequential file. 

KEYERR-address specifies the address of your routine to be called when an 
attempt has been made to update a record in an indexed file and the attempt 
would destroy the record key. 



UPDATE-Y /N indicates whether an update is to be performed. If this operand 
is not entered, N (no) is assumed. 

Note: If ERR, EOX, DUPREX, SEQERR, or KEYERR addresses are not 
specified, your program should check the return code in the DTF to determine 

the outcome of the operation. 

Display Screen/Keyboard 

This section describes the macroinstructions that support the display 
screen/keyboard. This support can be grouped in two categories: display 
support and program function key support. It provides the following 
capabilities: 

• Builds a preopen DTF for the display screen/keyboard data management 

• Builds the interface to get a record from the keyboard 

• Builds the interface to put a record to the display screen 

• Builds the interface to put a record to the display screen, and then to get a 

record from the keyboard 

The display screen/keyboard macroinstructions provide information to the 
display screen/keyboard data management routines that perform the 

input/ output operations. 

Display Support 

Define the File for Display Screen/Keyboard ($DTFS) 

The $DTFS macroinstruction provides information needed to allocate, open, 
access, and close a display screen/keyboard file. This macroinstruction 
generates the code that builds a display screen/keyboard DTF. 

The format of the $DTFS macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $DTFS [PUTDAT -address] [, PUTLOC-number] [, U PSI-mask] 
[,CHAIN-address] ['PUTLEN-number] [,OPC-code] 
[,GETDAT-address] [,GETLOC-number] 
['GETLEN-number] [,FUNKEY-number] 
[,CMDKEY-number] ['SHIFT-A/N] [,CURSOR-number] 
[,SPACE-number] [,WAIT-Y/N] [,IOBST-address] 

PUTDAT -address specifies the leftmost byte of the logical record for a put 
request. For a $PGS request, this area is used for the output. If this operand 
is not specified, hex 0000 is assumed, and the address must be updated with 
(or prior to) the first $PGS or $PUTS request issued. 
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PUTLOC-number specifies a number that represents the starting location on the 
display screen for a put request. Valid entries for this operand are from 1 
through 240. If this operand is not specified, 1 (the first display screen 
position) is assumed. If the number exceeds 240, no data .is written. 

UPS/-mask specifies the settings of the external (SWITCH statement) indicators 
used for conditionally opening the file. The mask must be specified as 8 binary 
bits. For example, to set on bits a, 3, 5, and 7, you would enter 
UPSI-10010101. If this operand is not specified, zeros are assumed for all 8 
bits. 

CHAIN-address specifies the address of the next DTF in the DTFchain. If 
there is no DTF chain or if this DTF is the last one in the chain, this operand 
should be omitted and end of chain (hex FFFF) assumed. 

PUTLEN-number specifies the number of bytes to process for a put request. If 
this operand is not specified, the missing information must be supplied with (or 
prior to) the first $PGS or $PUTS request. Valid entries for this operand are 
from 1 through 240. If this number plus the entry for the PUTLOC operand 
exceeds 241, the data written is truncated at location 240. 

OPC-code specifies the operation code to be set. If this operand is not 
specified, the information is supplied with the first ~G ETS, $PUTS, or $PGS 
request. The codes and their meanings are: 

Code Meaning 

OUTPUT Display prompt or data on display screen 
B D E Basic data entry 
SDE Sequential (~ata entry 
CSDE Controlled sequential data entry 

GETDAT -address specifies the leftmost byte of the area into which the input 
data will be placed for a get request; for a $PGS request, this area is used for 
the input. If this operand is not specified, hex 0000 is assumed, and the 
information must be supplied with (or prior to) the first $GETS or $PGS 
request issued. 

GETLOC-number specifies a number that indicates the starting location on the 
display screen for a get request. Valid entries for this operand are 1 through 
240. If this operand is not specified, 1 (the first display screen position) is 
assumed: If a humber greater than 240 is specified, no data will be read. 

GETLEN-number is a decimal number that represents the number of bytes to 
get. If this operand is not specified, hex 0000 is assumed, and the missing 
information must be supplied with (or prior to) the first $PGS or $GETS 
request issued. Valid entries for this operand are 1 through 240. If this 
number plus the entry specified for the GETLOC operand exceeds 241, the 
data read is truncated after location 240. 

FUNKEY -number is a 3-byte hex number you can use to redefine the use of the 
function keys for your program. If this operand is omitted, hex 000000 is 

assumed. For further information see IBM System/32 Functions Reference 
Manual, GA21-9176. 



CMDKEY -number is a 3-byte hex number you can use to identify the command 
keys acceptable as input for your program. If this operand is omitted, hex 
000000 is assumed. For further information see IBM Systemj32 Functions 

Reference Manual, GA21-9176. 

SHIFT -AjN indicates whether your input can be alphameric or numeric only. If 
this operand is omitted, A is assumed. 

CURSOR-number specifies the cursor position within the display screen. 
identifies the first position, 2 identifies the second position, etc. If zero is 
entered or the operand is omitted, the cursor is not displayed. 

SPACE-number specifies the number of lines the display screen should be 
rolled before input is accepted from the keyboard. Valid entries are a through 
6. If this operand is omitted, zero is assumed. 

WAIT -Y jN-Y (yes) waits for keyboard input before returning control to the 
user. N (no) returns control to the user before keyboard input completion is 
checked in the first call to data management, and the second call to data 
management waits for completion of the keyboard input before returning 
control to the user. If this operand is omitted, Y (yes) is assumed. 

IOBST -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the keyboard lOB. 
If this operand is omitted, the default address is hex 0000. 

Get a Record from the Keyboard ($GETS) 

The $GETS macroinstruction generates the interface needed to communicate 
with display screen data management when a record is being read from the 
display screen. To use this macroinstruction, construct a display screen DTF 
for the file and use the $DTFO macroinstruction to establish the offsets for the 
DTF. You must include an EXTRN for #$BDMC. If you will need to use the 
data in register 2 at a later time, you should save the contents of that register 
before using the $GETS macroinstruction. 

The format for the $GETS rriacroinstruction is: 

[Name] $GETS [DTF-address] [,GETDAT-address] [,GETLEN-number] 
[,GETLOC-number] [,OPC-code] [,FUNKEY-number] 
[,CMDKEY-number] [,SHIFT-A/N] [,WAIT-Y/N] 
[,CURSOR-number] [,SPACE-number] 

DTF -address specifies the leftmost byte of the DTF for this file. If this operand 
is not specified, the address of the DTF is assumed to be in register 2. 

GETDAT -address specifies the leftmost byte of the area into which the data will 
be placed. If this operand is omitted, the current address in the DTF remains 
unchanged. 

GETLEN-number specifies the number of bytes to get. Valid entries for this 
operand are 1 through 240. If the sum of this. number plus the number 
specified for the G ETLOC operand exceeds 241, the data read is truncated 
after location 240. If this operand is omitted, the current length in the DTF 
remains unchanged. 
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GETLOC-number specifies a number representing the starting location on the 
display screen for this get. Valid entries for this operand are 1 (the first display 
screen position) through 240. If this entry exceeds 240, no data is read. If this 
operand is omitted, the current location in the DTF remains unchanged. 

OPC-code specifies the operation code to be set. If this operand is omitted, 
basic data entry (BDE) is assumed. 

Code Meaning 

BDE Basic data entry 
SDE Sequential data entry 
CSDE Controlled sequential data entry 

FUNKEY -number is a 3-byte hex number used to redefine the use of the 
function keys. If this operand is omitted, the function key mask in the DTF 
remains unchanged. 

CMDKEY -number is a 3-byte hex number used to identify the command keys 
acceptable as input. If this operand is omitted, the command key mask in the 
DTF remains unchanged. 

SHIFT -AjN indicates whether the input is alphameric or numeric only. If this 
operand is omitted, the shift indicator in the DTF remains unchanged. 

WAIT -Y jN-Y (yes) waits for keyboard input before returning control to the 
user. N (no) returns control to the user before keyboard input completion is 
checked in the first call to data management, and the second call to data 
management waits for completion of the keyboard input before returning 
control to the user. If this operand is omitted, Y (yes) is assumed. 

CURSOR-number specifies the cursor position within the display screen 
(maximum = 240). If this operand is omitted, the cursor position in the DTF 
remains unchanged. 

SPACE-number specifies the number of lines the display screen should be 
rolled before input is accepted (maximum = 6). If this operand is omitted, the 
space count in the DTF remains unchanged. 

Generate a PUT jGET Operation through Display Screen Data Management ($PGS) 

This macroinstruction generates a PUT / GET data request to display screen 
data management. To use this instruction, you must construct a display screen 
DTF for the file and use the $DTFO macroinstruction to establish the offsets in 
the DTF. You must also provide the labels for the necessary data management 
routines through an EXTRN for #$BDMC. If you will need to use the data in 
register 2 at a later time, you should save the contents of that register before 
issuing the $PGS macroinstruction. 



The format for the $PGS macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $PGS [DTF-address] [,OPC-code] [,PUTDAT-address] 
[, PUTLEN-number] [, PUTLOC-number] 
[,GETDAT-address] [,GETLEN-number] 
[,GETLOC-number] [,FUNKEY-number] 
[,CMDKEY-number] [,SHIFT-A/N] [,CURSOR-number] 
[,SPACE-number] [,WAIT-Y IN] 

DTF -address specifies the address of the DTF for this file. If the operand is 
not specified, the address is assumed to be in register 2. 

OPC-code specifies the operation code to be set. If this operand is omitted, 
basic data entry (BDE) is assumed: 

Code 

BDE 
SDE 
CSDE 

Meaning 

Basic data entry 
Sequential data entry 
Controlled sequential data entry 

PUTDAT -address identifies the leftmost byte of the user area from which the 
data will be taken. If this operand is omitted, the current address in the DTF 
remains unchanged. 

PUTLEN-number specifies the number of bytes to put to the display screen. 
Valid entries for this operand are 1 through 240. If the sum of this number 
plus the entry specified for the PUTLOC operand exceeds 241, the data written 
is truncated after location 240. If this operand is omitted, the current length in 
the DTF remains unchanged. 

PUTLOC-number specifies the starting location on the screen for this put 
request. Valid entries for this operand are 1 (the first display screen position) 
through 240. If this number exceeds 241, no data is written. If this operand is 
omitted, the current location in the DTF remains unchanged. 

GETDAT -address specifies the leftmost byte of the area into which the data will 
be placed for a get request. If this operand is omitted, the current address in 
the DTF remains unchanged. 

GETLEN-number specifies the number of bytes to get from the display screen. 
Valid entries for this operand are 1 through 240. If the sum of this number 
plus the entry specified for the G ETLOC operand exceeds 241, the data is 
truncated after location 240. If this operand is omitted, the current length in 
the DTF remains unchanged. 

GETLOC-number specifies the starting location on the display screen for this 
get request. Valid entries for this operand are 1 (the first display screen 
position) through 240. If this number exceeds 240, no data is read. If this 
operand is omitted, the current location in the DTF remains unchanged. 

FUNKEY -number is a 3-byte hex number used to redefine the use of the 
function keys. If this operand is omitted, the function key mask in the DTF 
remains unchanged. 
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CMDKEY -number is a 3-byte hex number used to identify the command keys 
acceptable as input. If this operand is omitted, the command key mask in the 
DTF remains unchanged. 

SHIFT -AjN indicates whether the input is alphameric or numeric only. If this 
operand is omitted, the shift indicator in the DTF remains unchanged. 

CURSOR-number specifies the cursor position within the display screen 
(maximum = 240). If this operand is omitted, the cursor positon in the DTF 
remains unchanged. 

SPACE-number specifies the number of lines the display screen should be 
rolled before accepting input (maximum = 6). If this operand is omitted, the 
space count in the DTF remains· unchanged. 

WAIT -Y jN-Y (yes) waits for the completion of keyboard input before returning 
control to the user. N (no) returns control to the user before keyboard input 
completion is checked in the first call to. data management, and the second call 
to data management waits for completion of the keyboard input before 
returning control to the user. If this operand is omitted, Y (yes) is assumed. 

Note: If the operands PUTDAT, PUTLOC, PUTLEN, GETDAT, GETLOC, or 
GETLEN are not specified, you must supply the missing information in the DTF 
before issuing the first $PGS request. 

Put a Record to the Display Screen via Data Management ($PUTS) 

This macroinstruction generates a put data request to display screen data 
management. To use this macroinstruction, you must construct a display 
screen DTF for the file and use the $DTFO macroinstruction to establish the 
offsets in the DTF. 

If you will need to use the data in register 2 at a later time, you should save 
the contents of that register before issuing the $PUTS macroinstruction. You 
must also provide the labels for the necessary data management routines 
through an EXTRN to #$BDMC. 

The format for the $PUTS macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $PUTS [DTF-address] [, PUTDAT -address] [, PUTLOC-number] 
[, PUTLEN-number] [,SPACE-number] 

DTF -address specifies the address of the DTF for this file. If this operand is 
not specified, the address is assumed to be in register 2. 

PUTDAT -address specifies the leftmost byte of the area from which the data 
will be taken. If this operand is omitted, the current address in the DTF 
remains unchanged. 

PUTLOC-number specifies the starting location on the display screen for this 
put. Valid entries for this operand are 1 (the first display screen position) 
through 240. If this number exceeds 240, no data is written. If this operand is 
omitted, the current location in the DTF remains unchanged. 



PUTLEN-number specifies how many bytes to put to the display screen. Valid 
entries for this operand are 1 through 240. If the sum of this number plus the 
entry specified for the PUTLOC operand exceeds 241, the data written is 
truncated at location 240. If this operand is omitted, the DTF remains 
unchanged. 

SPACE-number specifies the number of lines the display screen should be 
rolled before accepting input (maximum = 240). If this operand is omitted, the 
space count in the DTF remains unchanged. 

Note: If the operands PUTDAT, PUTLOC, or PUTlEN are missing, the missing 
information must be supplied in the DTF before the first put request is issued. 

Bse Support 

This section describes the macroinstructions that support BSC. The following 
functions are provided: 

• Build a DTF for BSC GET/PUT operations and its offsets 

• Build the interface to get a BSC record 

• Build the interfaces required to translate data from ASCII to EBCDIC or 
EBCDIC to ASCII 

• Build the interface to put a BSC record 

Define the File for BSC ($DTFB) 

The DTF provides information needed to allocate, open, close, and access a 
BSC file. This macroinstruction generates the code that builds the BSC DTF. 

The format of the $DTFB macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $DTFB RECl-number, RCAD-address, BlKl-number, 
FTYP-RCV /TSM [,BUFNO:.1/2] [,BUFST-address] 
[,IOBST-address] [,TYPE-PP/AA/MA/MP/MC] 
[,CODE-E/ A] [,UPSI-mask] [,CHAIN-address] 
[,ITB-Y IN] [,TRANSP-Y /HJ [,RVIADR-address] 
[,RVIMSK-code] [,DlYCT-number] [,RCVID-address] 
[,RCVCT-number] [,SNDID-address] [,SNDCT-number] 
['TERMAD-numberl 

RECL-number specifies, in decimal, the maximum record length for this file, 
excluding line control characters. Record length is limited by available storage 
and terminal characteristics. 

RCAD-address specifies the symbolic address identifying the leftmost byte of 
your logical buffer. The logical buffer must be large enough to contain one 
record for this file. 
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Records are moved from the logical buffer to the BSC I/O buffers on PUT 
requests ($PUTB macroinstruction)' and moved from the BSC I/O buffers to 
the logical buffer on GET requests ($GETB macroinstruction). 

BLKL-number specifies, in decimal, the maximum block length for this file, 
excluding line control characters. Block length must be equal to or greater than 
record length (RECl operand). 

FTYP-RCV /TSM indicates whether the first operation for this file is receive 
(ReV) or transmit (TSM). If you define a receive file (RCV), the first I/O 
request for the file must be a GET request; if you define a transmit file (TSM), 
the first I/O request for the file must be a PUT request or a request for an 
online test. 

BUFNO-l/2 specifies the number of I/O buffers and lOBs to be contained in 
the I/O area for this file. If this operand is omitted, one is assumed. 

BUFST -address specifies the address of the leftmost byte of the I/O buffer. If 
BUFST is omitted, the $DTFB macroinstruction generates a name and buffer 
area. If shared buffering between $DTFBs is desired, the user must supply the 
buffer via the BUFST parameter. The buffer should be large enough to satisfy 
the requirements of the $DTFB needing the largest area. The area needed can 
be calculated as follows: 

(buffer length)*(number of buffers) 1 or 2 buffers allowed 

buffer length = BlKl + 21 + (number of ITB characters) 
number of ITB characters = ((BlKl/RECl)-1)*(ITB count) 
ITB count =1 for ITB nontransparent 

3 for ITB transparent receive 
o for non-ITB 

10BST -address of the leftmost byte of the lOB. In a one lOB DTF, this address 
must point to a 22-byte area. In a two lOB DTF, this address must point to a 
44·-byte area. If 10BST is omitted, the $DTFB macroinstruction generates a 
name and lOB area. 

Note: IOBST must address a different lOB area for each $DTFB. 

TYPE-PP / AA/MA/MP /MC: specifies the type of line connection to be 
established for this file. You must have the appropriate network attachment 
feature installed before specifying one of the following line types: 

PP specifies that this file will use a point-to-point nonswitched line. PP is 
assutlled if no line type is specified. 

AA spr)cifies that this file will use a switched line, auto answer. 

MA specifies that this file will use a switched line, manual answer. 

MP specifies that this file will use a multipoint line, and that this station is a 
tributary station. TYPE-MP requires the TERMAD operand. 

MC specifies that this file will use a switched line, manual call. 



COOE-EI A specifies whether the character code of your data is EBCDIC (E) or 
ASCII (A). If this operand is omitted, E is assumed. 

UPS/-mask specifies the settings of the external (SWITCH statement) indicators 
used for conditionally opening files. The code must be specified as 8 binary 
bits. For example, to set on bits 0, 3, 5, and 7, you would enter 
U PSI-1 001 01 01. If this operand is omitted, zeros are assumed. 

CHAIN-address specifies the symbolic address of the next DTF in the chain. 
Chained DTFs are allocated, opened, or closed at the same time as the first 
DTF in the chain. An end-of-chain indicator, hex FFFF, is entered in the last 
DTF, or in a DTF if no chain operation is needed. 

ITB-Y IN specifies whether intermediate block checking is requested: Y if yes, 
N if no. ITB is not valid with transparent transmit files. If this operand is 
omitted, N (no) is assumed. 

TRANSP-Y IN specifies whether data for this file will be transmitted or received 
in transparent mode: Y if yes, N if no. If this operand is omitted, N (no) is 
assumed. 

RVIAOR-address specifies the symbolic address of a 1-byte field you provide. 
The field is used with the mask specified in the RVIMSK operand (following 
paragraph) to indicate when a reverse interrupt request (RVI) is received. 
RVIADR-address requires the RVIMSK operand. 

RVIMSK-code specifies 2" hexadecimal characters to represent the reverse 
interrupt (RVI) mask. The bits represented by the mask are set on by lOS in 
the RVIADR field (preceding paragraph) if reverse interrupt request (RVI) is 
received. 

OLYCT -number specifies a decimal delay count. The delay count is the number 
of seconds after receiving or transmitting a block of data that System/32 will 
wait for you to receive or transmit another block of data for the same file 
(1-999). If you do not specify a number, a 180-second delay count is 

assumed. If you do not. specify a delay count, consider the time that may be 
required for such things as device errors, halts, and readying I/O devices. 

RCVID-address specifies the symbolic address of the leftmost byte of the 
identification sequence required from the remote station. RCVI D-address 
requires the RCVCT operand. Using RCVID and RCVCT improves data security 
on switched lines; these operands are valid for switched lines only. 

RCVCT -number specifies, in decimal, the length of the identification sequence 
required from the remote station. Length can be from 1 to 15. If 1 is 
specified, lOS expects to receive 2 characters-duplicates of the character 
addressed by the RCVID operand (preceding paragraph). If no length is 
specified, 0 is assumed. RCVCT-number requires the RCVID operand. 
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SNOID-address specifies the symbolic address of the leftmost byte of the 
identification sequence required by the remote station. SNDID-address requires 
the SNDCT operand. Using the SNDID and SNDCT operands improves data 

t 
security on switched lines; these operands are valid for switched lines only. 

SNOCT -number specifies, in decimal, the length of the identification sequence 
required by the remote station. Length can be from 1 to 15. If 1 is specified, 
lOS transmits 2 characters-duplicates of the character addressed by the 
SNDID operand (preceding paragraph). SNDCT-number requires the SNDID 
operand. 

TERMAO-number specifies the hexadecimal representation of the 2-character 
polling or addressing sequence used by this file. If this is a transmit file 
(FTYP-TSM), TE~MAD specifies polling characters; if this is a receive file 
(FTYP-RCVj, TERMAD specifies addressing characters. Each tributary station 
on a multipoint line must have unique polling and / or addressing characters. 
The TERMAD operand is used only when TYPE-MP is specified. For further 

information about polling and/ or addressing characters see IBM System/32 
Data Communications Reference Manual, GC21-7691. 

Issue a GET Request ($GETB) 

The $GETB macroinstruction generates code to move data from an lOS buffer 
to your logical buffer. To use this macroinstruction, construct a BSC DTF for 
the file and use the $DTFO macroinstruction to generate the labels and 
establish the offsets for the DTF. You must also provide, through an EXTRN 
statement in your program, the label #$BSDB for BSC data management. 

The format of the $GETB macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $GETB [DTF-address] [,REJECT-address] LEaF-address] 

OTF-address specifies the address of the DTF (file) for which the GET was 
issued. If this operand is omitted, the address of the DTF is assumed to be in 
register 2. 

EOF -address specifies the user's end-of-file routine. If this operand is omitted, 
control is returned to the caller at the next sequential instruction after the 
$GETB. 

REJECT -address specifies the routine to receive control if this GET request is 
rejected by BSC. If this operand is omitted, control is returned to the caller at 
the next sequential instruction after the $GETB. 

If EOF or REJECT addresses are not specified, you should check the return 
code in your program to determine the outcome of the operation. 

Issue a PUT Request ($PUTB) 

The $PUTB macroinstruction generates code to move data from your logical 
buffer to an lOS buffer. To use this macroinstruction, construct a BSC DTF for 
the file and use the $DTFO macroinstruction to generate the labels and 
establish the offsets for the DTF. You must also provide, through an EXTRN 
statement in your program, the label #$BSDB for BSC data management. 



The format of the $PUTB macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $PUTB [DTF-address] L REJ ECT -address] 

DTF -address specifies the address of the DTF (file) for which the PUT was 

issued. If this operand is omitted, the address is assumed to be in register 2. 

REJECT -address specifies the routine to receive control if the PUT request is 
rejected by BSC. If this operand is omitted, control is returned to the caller at 

the next sequential instruction after the $PUTB, and the return codes should be 

checked to determine the outcome of the operation. 

Generate a Translate Parameter List ($TRL) 

This macroinstruction generates a parameter list used by the translate routine. 
This list is specified in the $TRAN macroinstruction. $TRL does not generate 

executable code. Figure 4 shows the format of the translate parameter list. 

Translate Routine Operation 

To use the translate routine, you must provide a translate control area. To 

construct a translate control area you can use the $TRTB macroinstruction. 

The format of the area is: 

Byte Field Description 

o Byte contents used to identify an invalid character (character is not 

to be translated) 

Byte contents substituted for characters that are not to be 

translated 
2-257 256-byte translate table for EBCDIC to ASCII 
2-129 128-byte translate table for ASCII to EBCDIC 

The translate routine processes a field, specified by the $TRAN 

macroinstruction, 1 byte at a time. 

The translate table must be constructed so that the value the character is to be 

translated to is located at the displacement (from the beginning of the table) 
equal to the hexadecimal representation of the untranslated character. (For 

example, if you want to translate hex C1 to hex 41, you should construct a 
translate table in which the value at displacement hex C1 in the table is hex 

41.) 
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The contents of the byte at a given displacement are compared with the 
contents of the first byte in the translate area (byte 0). If an equal compare 
results, the character is considered to be invalid, and the following actions are 
performed: 

• The completion code in the parameter list is set to indicate that an invalid 
character was detected. 

• The hexadecimal value in the second byte of the translate area (byte 1) is 
substituted for the original character. 

• Translation continues with the next character. 

The format of the $TRL macroinstruction is~ 

[Name] $TRL TO-address,FROM-address,LEN-number,TRT-address 

TO-address specifies the symbolic address of the leftmost byte of the data 
field to which the translated data will be moved. 

FROM-address specifies the symbolic address of the leftmost byte of the data 
field to be translated. This address may be the same as the address specified 
in the TO operand. 

LEN-number specifies the decimal length of the number of characters to be 
translated. 

TRT -address specifies the symbolic address of the leftmost byte of the 
translate control area. If the $TRTB macroinstruction is used to generate the 
translate control area, this address should be the label assigned to the $TRTB 
macroinstruction. 

All four operands are required. 

Generate a Trans/ate Table ($T RT B) 

This macroinstruction generates an EBCDIC to ASCII or an ASCII to EBCDIC 
translate table. The table is generated in the format required by the $TRL 
macroinstruction, and can be addressed bY'$TRL when you translate data. 

The format of the $TRTB macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $TRTB [CODE:£! A] LHEX-hex] 

CODE-Ej A specifies whether the data is to be translated from EBCDIC to 
ASCII (E) or ASCII to EBCDIC (A). If this operand is omitted, EBCDIC (E) is 
assumed. If CODE-E is specified, $TRTB generates a 258-byte control area; if 
CODE-A is specified, $TRTB generates a 130-byte control area. 

HEX-hex specifies the hexadecimal pattern with which to replace any invalid 
characters found during translation. If the H EX operand is not specified, the 
replacement character is hex 3F for EBCDIC or hex 1A for ASCII. 



Generate an Interface to the Translate Routine ($TRAN) 

This macroinstruction generates an interface to the translate routine. After the 
translate routine has finished, control is returned to your program with a 

completion code in the translate routine parameter list. The address of the 

parameter list is in register 1. If you will need to use the data in register 1 at a 
later time, you should save the contents of the register before issuing the 

$TRAN instruction. You should check the completion code to see whether any 
invalid characters were encountered. 

The format of the $TRAN macroinstruction is: 

[Name] $TRAN [TRL-address] 

TRL-address specifies the symbolic address of the translate parameter list. If 

this operand is not entered, the address is assumed to be in register 1. If the 

$TRL macroinstruction is used to generate the parameter list, this address 
should be the label assigned to the $TRL macroinstruction. The parameter list 

is described below: 

Field 
Length 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Field Description 

Address of the translate control area (your program must define 

the translate control area) 

FROM field address, for translation 

TO field address, for translation 

Number of bytes to translate 

Completion code: 
Hex 00 = translation complete, no errors 

Hex FF = invalid character encountered 

Figure 5. Translate Parameter List 
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Chapter 3. OCL and Sample Program 

Name 

oeL FOR MACRO PROCESSOR 

Operation 

OCL statements used to call the macro processor can be entered through the 
system input device or be called as a procedure from the source library. The 
OCL statements necessary to call the macro processor are shown below. The 
COMPILE statement shown is only necessary when input is in a source library. 

STATEMENT 

Operand Remarks 
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Name 

SAMPLE PROGRAM 1 

Operation 

This sample program shows how macroinstructions can be used to write a 
program that includes binary sychronous communication, error logging, and 
printing: 

STATEMENT 

Operand Remarks 
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STATEMENT 

Name Operation Operand Remarks 

12345678 9 1 011 121314 151617 1819202122 23242526272829303132333435363738394041424344454647 48 49 50 515253545556575859606162636465666/6869707172 73 7475 
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STATEMENT 

Name Operation Operand Remarks 
12345678 9 1011 121314 

. 
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Name 

SAMPLE PROGRAM 2 

Operation 

This sample program shows how macroinstructions can be used to write a 
subroutine to print a record: 

STATEMENT 

Operand Remarks 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 _8 9 10 11 12 13 14 151617 18192021222324252627282930313233343536373839404142 43 44 454647484950515253545556575859606162636465666168 69 707172 73 1475 
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Name 

SAMPLE PROGRAM 3 

Operation 

This sample program shows how macroinstructions can be used to write a 
subroutine to find a module in the library and load it into main storage: 

STATEMENT 

Operand Remarks 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 151617 18192021222324252627282930313233343536373839404142 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 515253545556575859606162636465666/6869707172737475 
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SAMPLE PROGRAM 4 

This sample program shows how macroinstructions can be used to write a 
subroutine to update a disk file: 

STATEMENT 

Name Operation Operand Remarks 

12,345618 9 10111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546414849505152535455565758596061676364 65666/6869707172737475 
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Appendix A. Error Information 

Any errors made in coding macroinstructions are flagged in the $ASMINPT file. 
When an error is found in a macroinstruction, an error code and an error 
message are placed immediately following the macroinstruction in the 
$ASMINPT file. The error code and message are then printed on your 
assembly listing when the source program is assembled. 

The following listing shows the error codes that may be caused by errors in 
macroinstructions. Other error codes may be generated by the 
macroinstruction processor and are caused by errors in the macroinstruction 
definitions. These error codes are explained in the IBM System/32 Basic 
Assembler and Macro Processor Reference Manual, SC21-7673. 

MIC Message 

2600 NO ACCESS-CONSECUTIVE INPUT ASSUMED 
2601 OUTPUT RECORD BUFFER ADDRESS DEFAULTED 
2602 KEY ADDRESS FIELD DEFAULTED TO ZEROS 
2603 NO RECORD LENGTH SPECIFIED. ASSUMED 1 
2604 NO I/O AREA ADDRESS SPECIFIED. ASSUMED 0 
2605 NO BLOCK LENGTH SPECIFIED. ASSUMED 256 
2606 NO FILE NAME SPECIFIED. ASSUMED FILENAME 
2607 WRONG ACCESS METHOD FOR 'ORDLD' 
2608 WRONG ACCESS METHOD FOR 'LIMIT 
2609 WRONG ACCESS METHOD FOR 'BUFNO' 
2610 WRONG ACCESS METHOD FOR 'KEYADD' 
2611 WRONG ACCESS METHOD FOR 'CURENT 
2612 WRONG ACCESS COMBINATION FOR 'HIGH' 
2613 WRONG ACCESS METHOD FOR 'KEYL' 
2614 WRONG ACCESS METHOD FOR' KDISP' 
2615 WRONG ACCESS METHOD FOR 'MSTNDX/MSTBYT 
2616 KEY/RECORD ADDRESS AREA DEFAULTED TO 0 
2617 CURRENT/LAST KEY AREA DEFAULTED TO 0 
2618 HIGH/LOW KEY HOLD AREA DEFAULTED TO 0 
2619 KEY LENGTH DEFAULTED TO 1 FOR INDEX FILE 
2620 KEY DISPLACEMENT DEFAULTED TO 0 
2621 LOAD MUST BE BLANK OR 2 IF PLiST EQUAL 2 
2622 PLiST & LOAD@ CAN'T BE EQUAL FOR A LOAD 
2623 KEYWORD GIVEN FOR TYPE IS NOT VALID 
2624 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS-BLKL,RECL 
2625 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS-TRANSP,CODE 
2626 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS-TERMAD,TYPE 
2627 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS-RCVID,TYPE 
2628 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS-RCVID/RCVCT,TYPE 
2629 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS-SNDID/SNDCT,TYPE 
2630 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS--SNDCT,TYPE 
2631 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS-RVIMSK,RVIADR 
2632 CONFLICTING PARAMETERS-TRANSP,ITB,FTYP 
2633 STATION IDS RECOMMENDED ON SWITCHED LINE 
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MIC Message 

2634 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-FTYP 
2635 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-RCAD 
2636 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-TERMAD 
2637 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-RCVCT 
2638 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-RCVID 
2639 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-SNDCT 
2640 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-SNDID 
2641 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-RECl 
2642 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-BlKl 
2643 INVALID OPERAND-CODE 
2644 INVALID OPERAND-DlYCT 
2645 INVALID OPERAND-BUFNO 
2646 INVALID OPERAND-RCVCT 
2647 INVALID OPERAND-SNDCT 
2648 INVALID OPERAND-FUNC 
2649 INVALID OPERAND-ACCESS 
2650 INVALID OPERAND-CRDlD 
2651 FORMAT MUST BE Y & AN OPTION SPECIFIED 
2652 UPSI OPERAND NOT 8 DIGITS. DEFAULT O's 
2653 INVALID OPERAND-TYPE 
2654 INVALID OPERAND-TERMAS 
2655 INVALID OPERAND-TRANSP 
2656 INVALID OPERAND-ITB 
2657 INVALID OPERAND-LIMIT 
2658 INVALID OPERAND-HUC 
2659 INVALID OPERAND-PRINT 
2680 INVALID OPERAND-OPC 
2681 INVALID OPERAND-SHIFT 
2682 INVALID OPERAND-WAIT 
2683 INVALID OPERAND-MEMBER 
2684 INVALID OPERAND-OPTNO 
2685 INVALID OPERAND-OPTN1 
2686 INVALID OPERAND-OPTN2 
2687 INVALID OPERAND-OPTN3 
2688 INVALID OPERAND-SKIP 
2689 INVALID OPERAND-FORMAT 
2690 INVALID OPERAND-HALT 
2691 INVALID OPERAND-UPDATE 
2692 INVALID OPERAND-SPACEB 
2693 INVALID OPERAND-SPACEA 
2694 MISSING REQUIRED OPERAND-IOAREA 
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Appendix B. Macroinstruction Summary Chart 

[Name] $ALOC [DTF-address] 

[Name] $CLOS [DTF-address] 

$COMN 

[Name] $CSLD [FUNC-function] [,ERR-address] 

[name] $DTFB RECL-number,RCAD-address,BLKL-number, 
FTYP-RCV /TSM ['BUFNO:l/2] [,BUFST-address] 
[,IOBST-address] [,TYPE-PP / AA/MA/MP /MC] 
[,CODE-~/ A] ['UPSI-mask] [,CHAIN-address] 
[,ITB-Y/~J [,TRANSP-Y /lil [,RVIADR-address] 
[,RVIMSK-code] [,DLYCT-number] [,RCVID-address] 
[,RCVCT-number] [,SNDID-address] [,SNDCT-number] 
[,TERMAD-number] 

[Name] $DTFD ACCESS-code,RECL-number,NAME-filename, 
BLKL-number,IOAREA-address [,UPSI-mask] 
[BUFNO-;.ll2] [,LlMIT-Y /lll [,ORDLD-Y /lil 
[,CHAIN-address] [,RCAD-address] [,KEYL-number] 
[, KDISP-number] [, KEY ADD-address] 
[,MSTNDX-address] [,MSTBYT-number] 
[,CURENT-address] [,HIGH-address] 

[Name] $DTFO [DISK-Y /~] [,PRT~Y /J:i] [,BSC-Y /1il [,CRT-Y /.N] 
[,ALL-Y /l!l LFIELD-Y /liJ 

[Name] $DTFP RCAD-address, IOAREA-address [,OVFL-number] 
['PAGE-number] [,UPSI-mask] [,HUC-Y /Jil 
[,CHAIN-address] ['PRINT-Y /.NJ [,RECL-number] 

[Name] $DTFS [PUTDAT-address] [,PUTLOC-number] [,UPSI-mask] 
[,CHAIN-address] ['PUTLEN-number] [,OPC-code] 
[,GETDAT-address] [,GETLOC-number] 
[,GETLEN-number] [,FUNKEY-number] 
[,CMDKEY-number] ['SHIFT :A/N] [,CURSOR-number] 
[,SPACE-number] [,WAIT :YIN] [,JOBST-address] 

[Name] $EOJ 

[Name] $FIND PLlST-name 

[Name] $FNDP [NAME-module] [,V-DCLEQU/ ALL] [,TYPE-:.OiP/R/S] 

[Name] $GETB [DTF-address] [, REJ ECT -address] [, EOF-address] 

[Name] $GETD ACCESS-code [,DTF-address] [,ERR-address] 
[,EOF-address] [,NRF-address] 
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[Name] $GETS [DTF-address] [,GETDAT-address] ['GETLEN-number] 
[,GETLOC-number] LOPC-code] [,FUNKEY-number] 
[,CMDKEY-number] LSHIFT-A/N] [,WAIT~/N] 
[,CURSOR-number] [,SPACE-number] 

[Name] $LMSG [TYPE-j}2] [,MEMBER-code] [,MINOR-code] 
[,SUBID-code] [,FORMAT-.,Y!N] ['HALT-,Y/N] 
[,MIC-number] [,OPTNO-Y /..NJ [,OPTN1-Y !N] 
[,OPTN2-Y /M [,OPTN3-Y /N] [,SKIP-Y~ 
['SPACE:1/2/3] [,MSGLN-number] 
[, MSGAD-address] 

[Name] $LOAD [PLIST -address] [, LOAD-address] [, TYPE-code] 

[Name] $LOG [LIST-address] [,OPTNO-address] [,OPTN1-address] 
[,OPTN2-address] 

$LOGD 

[Name] $OPEN [DTF-address] 

[Name] $PGS [DTF-address] [,OPC-code] [,PUTDAT-address] 
['PUTLEN-number] [,PUTLOC-number] 
[,GETDAT-address] ['GETLEN-number] 
[,GETLOC-number] [,FUNKEY-number] 
[,CMDKEY-number] [,SHIFT-A/N] [,CURSOR-number] 
[,SPACE-number] [,WAIT-Y /N] 

[Name] $PUTB [DTF-address] [, REJ ECT -address] 

[Name] $PUTD ACCESS-code LDTF-address] [,ERR-address] 
[,EOX-address] [,DUPREC-address] LSEQERR-address] 
LUPDATE-Y/N] 

[Name] $PUTP [DTF-address] [,PRINT-Y /N] [,SKIPB-number] 
['SPACEB-O/H/1 /1 H/2/2H/3/3H] [,SKIPA-number] 
['SPACEA-O/H/1 /1 H/2/2H/3/3H] [,ERR-address] 
[, OVFL -address] 

[Name] $PUTS [DTF-address] [,PUTDAT-address] [,PUTLOC-number] 
[, PUTLEN-number] [SPACE-number] 

[Name] $TRAN [TRL-address] 

[Name] $TRL TO-address, FROM-address, LE N-number, TRT -address 

[Name] $TRTB [CODE-I/ A] [,HEX-hex] 
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$ALOC 14 
$CLOS 17 
$COMN 12 
$CSLD 12 
$DTFB 33 
$DTFD 21 
$DTFO 17 
$DTFP 18 
$DTFS 27 
$EOJ 12 
$FIND 10 
$FNDP 11 
$GETB 36 
$GETD 24 
$GETS 29 
$LMSG 7 
$LOAD 11 
$LOG 9 
$LOGD 9 
$OPEN 15 
$PGS 30 
$PUTB 36 
$PUTD 25 
$PUTP 19 
$PUTS 32 
$TRAN 39 
$TRL 37 
$TRTB 38 

allocate space, macroinstruction 14 

BSC buffer storage requirements 34 
BSC data management interface 

get 36 
put 36 

SSC su pport 33 
buffer storage requirements, BSC 34 
buffer storage requirements, disk 22 
buffers 

formatted 15 
initialized 15 

chaining 
allocate space routine 14 
close routine 17 
DTFs 14 
open routine 15 

close routine 
input 17 
output 17 

coding conventions 
comments 2 
configuration, machine 3 
considerations, programming 5 
construct a BSC get interface, macroinstruction 36 
construct a BSC put interface, macroinstruction 36 
construct a disk get interface, macroinstruction 24 
construct a disk put interface, macroinstruction 25 
construct a display screen/keyboard get interface, 

macroinstruction 29 
construct a display screen/keyboard put interface, 

macroinstruction 32 
construct a printer put interface, macroinstruction 19 
continuation coding 3 

data management interface (BSC) 
get 36 
put 36 

data management interface (disk) 
get 24 
put 25 
updating record 25 

data management interface (display screen/keyboard) 
get 29 
put 32 
put/get 30 

data management interface (printer) 19 
data management routines 

BSC 33 
disk 20 
display screen/keyboard 27 
printer 18 

data transfer, input/output file 15 
default value, definition 2 
define the file control blocks (see DTF) 
define the file for BSC 33 
define the file for disk 21 
define the file for display screen/keyboard 27 
define the file for printer 18 
deleting macroinstructions 3 
device allocation 14 
device support 

BSC 33 
disk 20 
display screen/keyboard 27 
general 14 
printer 18 

device termination 17 
devices supported 3 
disk buffer storage requirements 22 

Index 
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disk data management interface 
get 24 
put 25 
updating record 25 

disk device support 20 
disk input/output block (see lOB) 
disk routines 

get 24 
put 25 
updating record 25 

disk, update 25 
display screen/keyboard support 27 
DTF 

Bse 33 
disk 21 
display screen/keyboard 27 
printer 18 

DTF defined 
field contents 17 
labels 17 
offsets 17 
postopen 15 
preopen 15 

DTF descriptions 
BSe 33 
disk 21 
display screen/keyboard 27 
printer 18 

DTF, chaining 14 

end of job, macroinstruction 12 
equates 

common 12 
device 17 
system find 11 
system log 9 

error information 47 

file definition 
BSe 33 
disk 21 
display screen/keyboard 27 
printer 18 

find a directory entry, macroinstruction 
find and load 10 

general I/O support 14 
general sep support 10 
generate a parameter list 

system find 11 
system log 9 
translate 37 

generate a translate table 38 
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10 

generate equates 
common 12 
device 17 
system fi nd 11 
system log 9 

get 
BSe 36 
disk 24 
display screen/keyboard 29 

halt, system log 14 

input 
close routine 17 
open routine 15 

input/output block (see lOB) 
input/output support 14 
interrupt program 6 
lOB 

BSe 33 
disk 21 
formatting 15 
printer 18 

keyboard support 27 

job end 12 
job termi nation, device 17 

labels 
common 12 
device 17 
restrictions 5 
system find 11 
system log 9 

load a module 11 
log device, system 7 
log, definition 6 



machine configuration 3 
macro processor 

register 5 
residence 3 
restrictions 5 

macroinstructions 
coding 1 
definitions 
deleting 3 
error messages 47 
in sample programs 41 
list of 4 
summary 49 

messages, error information 47 
messages, system log 7 

name field, description 

OC l, for macro processor 40 
offsets 

device 17 
system fi nd 11 
system log 9 

open routine 
input 15 
output 15 

operand 1 
operation code 
operation of translate routine 37 
output 

close routine 17 
open routine 15 

parameter list 
system find 11 
system log 9 
translate '37 

pass control 11 
prepare a device for termination 17 
prepare an I/O device 15 
printer data management interface 19 
printer support 18 
program control, pass 11 
programming considerations 5 
put 

BSC 36 
disk 25 
display screen/keyboard 32 
printer 19 

read from disk 24 
register usage 5 
residence of macro processor 3 
restricti ons 

all ocate space 14 
labels 5 
macro processor 5 

routines, data management 
BSC 33 
disk 20 
display screen/keyboard 27 
printer 18 

sample program 40 
SCP 3 
statement, OCl 40 
supported devices 3 
system configuration 3 
system control program 3 
system find 11 
system log 9 
system services macroinstructions 6 

table, translate 38 
terminate device 17 
translate parameter list 37 
translate routine, operation 37 
translate table 38 

write to disk 25 
write to operator 6 
writing macroinstructions 
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